
Application of aerodynamic design principles to 
the design of large truck cabs by NASA Dryden 
researchers in the mid-1970s led to the adoption 
of those standards by most manufacturers of 
large trucks on the road today. 



A precision analog electronic circuit sends 
signals to an external device with hostile 
electric characteristics. 



A backup flight control system that 
uses the engines to control the flight 

path of a multi-engine airplane. 



A constant current loop measuring system 
generates measurable voltages across a reference 
resistor and a resistor disposed in an environment.



A rechargeable solar aircraft that is steerable, 
inexpensive to produce, and has a span-loaded 

flying wing but no fuselage or rudder. 



The MD-11 aircraft was used to test this digital 
longitudinal aircraft propulsion control system 
that employs an instrument landing system to 
safely fly and land. 



Developed for use in the X-33 flight vehicle 
program, an airdata estimation and evaluation 

system and method includes a stable algorithm 
for estimating airdata from nonintrusive  

surface pressure measurements.



A wind advisory system comprises a ground  
station that monitors and transmits wind 

condition data to an airborne unit that  
determines optimum landing runway.



A helicopter tail assembly reduces 
adverse loads by venting air from a high 

pressure area to a low pressure area.







A system for compressing a raw stream of 
data prior to transmission includes modules for 

selecting segments for processing and defining a 
set of operators for representing data segments.



Designed to reduce commercial aircraft noise, a 
NASA Armstrong innovation blocks and/or attenuates 

sound waves from a subsonic aircraft using a local 
injection of high molecular weight gas.



Inventor Michael Allen tests the patented method 
for UAVs to locate and be guided to thermals to 
greatly improve aircraft range and endurance.





NASA Armstrong engineers developed a  
space launch system and method to propel a 
payload-bearing craft into Earth orbit.



A peak-seeking algorithm optimizes  
formation flight efficiencies in real time.



With information obtained via sensors and 
databases, this innovation determines sonic boom 
locations, impacts, and intensities for aircraft 
traveling at supersonic speeds. In this depiction, 
using the flight trajectory of an SF-71 aircraft, the 
colored lines indicate various pressures within the 
sonic boom impact area.



Software developed to prevent aircraft collision 
into terrain leverages fighter aircraft safety 

technology, adapting it to civil aviation use as an 
advanced warning system.






